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static void DoSomething(T x) {
x.DoSomethingElse(); } A: You

could use Reflection: var classes
= Assembly.LoadFile("Assembly1.

dll").GetTypes(); foreach (var
class in classes) { DoSomething(A
ctivator.CreateInstance(class)); }
This invention relates to a laser

diode and a method for
manufacturing the laser diode.

The conventional manufacturing
method for a laser diode is

described, for example, in Appl.
Phys. Lett. 50, pp. 583-585, 1987.

This manufacturing method is
shown in FIGS. 12A-12G. A p-type

epitaxial layer 21 having a
thickness of 0.1-0.5.mu.m is
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grown on a silicon substrate 20
(FIG. 6d1f23a050
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